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ON THE TURNPIKE PROPERTY AND THE RECEDING-HORIZON
METHOD FOR LINEAR-QUADRATIC OPTIMAL CONTROL

PROBLEMS∗

TOBIAS BREITEN† AND LAURENT PFEIFFER‡

Abstract. Optimal control problems with a very large time horizon can be tackled with the
Receding Horizon Control (RHC) method, which consists in solving a sequence of optimal control
problems with small prediction horizon. The main result of this article is the proof of the exponential
convergence (with respect to the prediction horizon) of the control generated by the RHC method
towards the exact solution of the problem. The result is established for a class of infinite-dimensional
linear-quadratic optimal control problems with time-independent dynamics and integral cost. Such
problems satisfy the turnpike property: the optimal trajectory remains most of the time very close to
the solution to the associated static optimization problem. Specific terminal cost functions, derived
from the Lagrange multiplier associated with the static optimization problem, are employed in the
implementation of the RHC method.

Key words. Receding horizon control, model predictive control, value function, optimality
systems, Riccati equation, turnpike property.

AMS subject classifications. 49J20, 49L20, 49Q12, 93D15.

1. Introduction.

1.1. Context. We consider in this article the following class of linear-quadratic
optimal control problems:

(P )


inf

y∈W (0,T̄ )

u∈L2(0,T̄ ;U)

JT̄ ,Q,q(u, y) :=

∫ T̄

0

`(y(t), u(t)) dt+ 1
2 〈y(T̄ ), Qy(T̄ )〉+ 〈q, y(T̄ )〉,

subject to: ẏ(t) = Ay(t) +Bu(t) + f�, y(0) = y0,

where the integral cost ` is defined by

`(y, u) = 1
2‖Cy‖

2
Z + 〈g�, y〉V ∗,V + α

2 ‖u‖
2
U + 〈h�, u〉U .

Here V ⊂ Y ⊂ V ∗ is a Gelfand triple of real Hilbert spaces [28, page 147], where the
embedding of V into Y is dense, V ∗ denotes the topological dual of V and U,Z denote
further Hilbert spaces. The operator A : D(A) ⊂ Y → Y is the infinitesimal generator
of an analytic C0-semigroup eAt on Y , B ∈ L(U, V ∗), C ∈ L(Y,Z), α > 0, Q ∈ L(Y )
is self-adjoint positive semi-definite and D(A) denotes the domain of A. The pairs
(A,B) and (A,C) are assumed to be stabilizable and detectable, respectively. The
elements y0 ∈ Y , f� ∈ V ∗, g� ∈ V ∗, h� ∈ U , q ∈ Y are given.

The following problem, referred to as static optimization problem (or steady-state
optimization problem), has a unique solution (y�, u�) with unique associated Lagrange
multiplier p�:

(1.1) inf
(y,u)∈V×U

`(y, u), subject to: Ay +Bu+ f� = 0.
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A particularly important feature of (P ) is the exponential turnpike property. It states
that there exist two constants M > 0 and λ > 0, independent of T̄ , such that for all
t ∈ [0, T̄ ], ‖ȳ(t)−y�‖Y ≤M

(
e−λt+e−λ(T̄−t)), where ȳ denotes the optimal trajectory.

The trajectory ȳ is thus made of three arcs, the first and last one being transient short-
time arcs and the middle one a long-time arc, where the trajectory remains close to
y�. We refer the reader to the books [31, 32], where different turnpike properties
are established for different kinds of systems. We mention in particular the general
characterization of the turnpike phenomenon for linear systems in [32, Section 5.34].
For linear-quadratic problems, we mention the articles [9, 12] for discrete-time systems
and the articles [21] and [22] containing results for classes of infinite-dimensional
systems. We also mention the early reference [1] dealing with a tracking problem.
Exponential turnpike properties have been established for non-linear systems in [26]
and [25].

The aim of this article is to analyze the efficiency of the Receding Horizon Control
(RHC) method (also called Model Predictive Control method), that we briefly present
here, a detailed description can be found in Section 5. We consider an implementation
of the method with three parameters: a sampling time τ , a prediction horizon T , and
a prescribed number of iterations N . The method generates in a recursive way a
control uRH and its associated trajectory yRH . At the beginning of iteration n of the
algorithm, uRH and yRH have already been computed on (0, nτ). Then, an optimal
control problem is solved on the interval (nτ, nτ +T ), with initial condition yRH(nτ),
with the same integral cost as in (P ), but with the following terminal cost function:

(1.2) φ(y) = 〈p�, y〉Y .

The restriction of the solution to (nτ, (n+1)τ) is then concatenated with (yRH , uRH).
At iteration N , a last optimal control problem is solved on the interval (Nτ, T̄ ). The
definition (1.2) is actually a particular choice of the terminal cost among a general
class of linear-quadratic functions. For this specific definition, the main result of the
article is the following estimate:

max
(
‖yRH − ȳ‖W (0,T̄ ), ‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ ;U)

)
≤Me−λ(T−τ)

(
e−λT ‖y0 − y�‖Y + e−λ(T̄−(Nτ+T ))‖q̃‖Y

)
,(1.3)

with q̃ = q − p� + Qy�. The estimate is proven for sampling times and prediction
horizons satisfying 0 < τ0 ≤ τ ≤ T ≤ T̄ . The constants τ0 > 0, M > 0, and λ > 0 are
independent of y0, f�, g�, h�, q, N , τ , T , and T̄ . Let us mention that the lower bound
τ0 cannot be chosen arbitrarily small. The idea of taking 〈p�, y〉 as a terminal cost
has been proposed in the recent article [29] in the context of discrete-time problems.

The choice of an appropriate terminal cost function is a key issue in the design
of an appropriate RHC scheme. When φ is the exact value function, then the RHC
method generates the exact solution to the problem, as a consequence of the dynamic
programming principle. The article will give a (positive) answer to the following ques-
tion: Does the RHC algorithm generate an efficient control if a good approximation
of the value function is used as terminal cost function? The construction of such an
approximation is here possible thanks to the turnpike property. We will see that the
derivative of the value function (with respect to the initial condition), evaluated at
y�, converges to p� as T̄ − t increases. Roughly speaking, the definition (1.2) is a kind
of first-order Taylor approximation of the value function, around y�.

The RHC method is receiving a tremendous amount of attention and it is fre-
quently used in control engineering, in particular because it is computationally easier
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to solve a problem with short horizon. Another reason is that the method can be
used as a feedback mechanism: when the control is computed in real time with the
RHC method, perturbations having arisen in the past can be taken into account. Let
us point at some references from the large literature on receding horizon control. For
finite-dimensional systems, we mention [13, 19], for infinite-dimensional systems, we
mention [2, 3, 11], and for discrete-time systems the articles [10, 14].

In the current framework, the first-order optimality conditions take the usual form
of a linear optimality system. The central idea for the derivation of estimate (1.3)
is to compare the right-hand sides of the two optimality systems associated with the
exact solution of (P ) (restricted to (nτ, nτ +T )) and with the solution to the optimal
control problem with short prediction horizon T . This comparison is realized with the
help of a priori bounds for linear optimality systems in specific weighted spaces. The
analysis of the optimality systems is an important part of the present article. The
a priori bounds that we have obtained are of general interest. A classical technique
(used in particular in [21, 26]), allowing to decouple the optimality systems, plays an
important role.

The article is structured as follows. In Section 2, we prove our error bound in
weighted spaces for the optimality systems associated with (P ). Some additional
properties on linear optimality systems are provided in Section 3. We formulate then
the class of linear-quadratic problems to be analyzed in Section 4. The turnpike
property and some properties of the value function are then established. Section
5 deals with the RHC method and contains our main result (Theorem 5.2). An
extension to infinite-horizon problems is realized in Section 6. Finally, we provide
numerical results showing the tightness of our error estimate in Section 7.

1.2. Vector spaces. For T ∈ (0,∞), we make use of the vector space W (0, T ) ={
y ∈ L2(0, T ;V ) | ẏ ∈ L2(0, T ;V ∗)

}
. As it is well-known, W (0, T ) is continuously

embedded in C([0, T ], Y ). We can therefore equip it with the following norm:

‖y‖W (0,T ) = max
(
‖y‖L2(0,T ;V ), ‖ẏ‖L2(0,T ;V ∗), ‖y‖L∞(0,T ;Y )

)
.

Weighted spaces. Let µ ∈ R be given, let T ∈ (0,∞). We denote by L2
µ(0, T ;U)

the space of measurable functions u : (0, T )→ U such that

‖u‖L2
µ(0,T ;U) := ‖eµ·u(·)‖L2(0,T ;U) =

(∫ T

0

‖eµtu(t)‖2U dt
)1/2

<∞.

Observing that the mapping u ∈ L2
µ(0, T ;U) 7→ eµ·u ∈ L2(0, T ;U) is an isometry,

we deduce that L2
µ(0, T ;U) is a Banach space. Since eµ· is bounded from above and

from below by a positive constant, we have that for all measurable u : (0, T ) → U ,
u ∈ L2(0, T ;U) if and only if u ∈ L2

µ(0, T ;U). The spaces L2(0, T ;U) and L2
µ(0, T ;U)

are therefore the same vector space, equipped with two different norms. We define in
a similar way the space L2

µ(0, T ;X), for a given Hilbert space X. Similarly, we define
the space L∞µ (0, T ;Y ) of measurable mappings from y : (0, T )→ Y such that

‖y‖L∞µ (0,T ;Y ) := ‖eµ·y(·)‖L∞(0,T ;Y ) <∞.

We finally define the Banach space Wµ(0, T ) as the space of measurable mappings
y : (0, T ) → V such that eµ·y ∈ W (0, T ). One can check that for all measurable
mappings y : (0, T )→ V , y ∈W (0, T ) if and only if y ∈Wµ(0, T ).
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For T ∈ (0,∞) and µ ∈ R, we introduce the space

(1.4) ΛT,µ = Wµ(0, T )× L2
µ(0, T ;U)×Wµ(0, T ),

equipped with the norm ‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,µ = max
(
‖y‖Wµ(0,T ), ‖u‖L2

µ(0,T ;U), ‖p‖Wµ(0,T )

)
.

For T ∈ (0,∞), we define the space

(1.5) ΥT,µ = Y × L2
µ(0, T ;V ∗)× L2

µ(0, T ;V ∗)× L2
µ(0, T ;U)× Y

that we equip with the norm

‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ = max
(
‖y0‖Y , ‖(f, g, h)‖L2

µ(0,T ;V ∗×V ∗×U), e
µT ‖q‖Y

)
.

Let us emphasize the fact that the component q appears with a weight eµT in the
above norm. The spaces ΛT,0 and ΛT,µ (resp. ΥT,0 and ΥT,µ) are the same vector
space, equipped with two different norms. In the following lemma, the equivalence
between these two norms is quantified.

Lemma 1.1. For all µ0 and µ1 with µ0 ≤ µ1, there exists a constant M > 0 such
that for all T , for all (y, u, p) ∈ ΛT,0,

‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,µ0
≤ M‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,µ1

,

‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,µ1
≤ Me(µ1−µ0)T ‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,µ0

,

and such that, similarly, for all (y0, f, g, h, q) ∈ ΥT,0,

‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ0
≤ M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ1

,

‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ1
≤ Me(µ1−µ0)T ‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ0

.

Proof of Lemma 1.1. Let y ∈ W (0, T ) and u ∈ L2(0, T ;U). For proving the
lemma, it suffices to prove the existence of M > 0, independent of T , y, and u, such
that

(1.6) ‖u‖L2
µ0

(0,T ;U) ≤M‖u‖L2
µ1

(0,T ;U), ‖u‖L2
µ1

(0,T ;U) ≤Me(µ1−µ0)T ‖u‖L2
µ0

(0,T ;U),

and such that

(1.7) ‖y‖Wµ0
(0,T ) ≤M‖y‖Wµ1

(0,T ), ‖y‖Wµ1
(0,T ) ≤Me(µ1−µ0)T ‖y‖Wµ0

(0,T ).

The inequalities (1.6) can be easily verified (with M = 1). One can also easily verify
that

‖y‖L2
µ0

(0,T ;V ) ≤M‖y‖L2
µ1

(0,T ;V ), ‖y‖L2
µ1

(0,T ;V ) ≤Me(µ1−µ0)T ‖y‖L2
µ0

(0,T ;V )

‖y‖L∞µ0
(0,T ;Y ) ≤M‖y‖L∞µ1

(0,T ;Y ), ‖y‖L∞µ1
(0,T ;Y ) ≤Me(µ1−µ0)T ‖y‖L∞µ0

(0,T ;Y ).

Let z0(t) = eµ0ty(t) and z1(t) = eµ1ty(t). For proving (1.7), it remains to compare
‖ż0‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) and ‖ż1‖L2(0,T ;V ∗). We have z0(t) = e(µ0−µ1)tz1(t) and thus ż0(t) =

(µ0 − µ1)z0(t) + e(µ0−µ1)tż1(t). We deduce that

‖ż0‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) ≤M‖z0‖L2(0,T ;V ) + ‖ż1‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) ≤M‖z1‖W (0,T ) = M‖y‖Wµ1
(0,T ).
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Similarly, we have ż1(t) = (µ1 − µ0)z1(t) + e(µ1−µ0)tż0(t). We deduce that

‖ż1‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) ≤ M‖z1‖L2(0,T ;V ) + e(µ1−µ0)T ‖ż0‖L2(0,T ;V ∗)

≤ Me(µ1−µ0)T ‖z0‖W (0,T )

= Me(µ1−µ0)T ‖y‖Wµ0 (0,T ).

The inequalities (1.7) follow. This concludes the proof.

1.3. Assumptions. Throughout the article we assume that the following four
assumptions hold true.

(A1) The operator −A can be associated with a V -Y coercive bilinear form a : V ×
V → R which is such that there exist λ0 > 0 and δ ∈ R satisfying a(v, v) ≥
λ0‖v‖2V − δ‖v‖2Y , for all v ∈ V .

(A2) [Stabilizability] There exists an operator F ∈ L(Y,U) such that the semigroup
e(A+BF )t is exponentially stable on Y .

(A3) [Detectability] There exists an operator K ∈ L(Z, Y ) such that the semigroup
e(A−KC)t is exponentially stable on Y .

Assumptions (A2) and (A3) are well-known and analysed for infinite-dimensional
systems, see e.g. [8]. Consider the algebraic Riccati equation: for all y1 and y2 ∈ D(A),

(1.8) 〈A∗Πy1, y2〉Y + 〈ΠAy1, y2〉Y + 〈Cy1, Cy2〉Z − 1
α 〈B

∗Πy1, B
∗Πy2〉U = 0.

Due to the (exponential) stabilizability and detectability assumptions, it is well-known
(see [8, Theorem 6.2.7] and [18, Theorem 2.2.1]) that (1.8) has a unique nonnegative
self-adjoint solution Π ∈ L(Y, V ) ∩ L(V ∗, Y ). Additionally, the semigroup generated
by the operator Aπ := A− 1

αBB
∗Π is exponentially stable on Y . We fix now, for the

rest of the article, a real number λ such that

0 < λ < λ̄ := −supµ∈σ(Aπ)Re(µ).(1.9)

With (A1) holding the operator A associated with the form a generates an analytic
semigroup that we denote by eAt, see e.g. [24, Sections 3.6 and 5.4]. Let us set A0 =
A− λ0I. Then −A0 has a bounded inverse in Y , see [24, page 75], and in particular
it is maximal accretive, see [24]. We have D(A0) = D(A) and the fractional powers of

−A0 are well-defined. In particular, D((−A0)
1
2 ) = [D(−A0), Y ] 1

2
:= (D(−A0), Y ) 1

2 ,2

the real interpolation space with indices 2 and 1
2 , see [5, Proposition 6.1, Part II,

Chapter 1]. Assumption (A4) below will only be used in the proof Lemma 4.1, where
the existence and uniqueness of a solution (y�, u�) to the static problem is established.
It is not necessary for the analysis of optimality systems done in Sections 2 and 3.

(A4) It holds that [D(−A0), Y ] 1
2

= [D(−A∗0), Y ] 1
2

= V .

2. Linear optimality systems. The section is dedicated to the analysis of the
following optimality system:

(2.1)



y(0) = y0 in Y

ẏ − (Ay +Bu) = f in L2
µ(0, T ;V ∗)

−ṗ−A∗p− C∗Cy = g in L2
µ(0, T ;V ∗)

αu+B∗p = −h in L2
µ(0, T ;U)

p(T )−Qy(T ) = q in Y ,

where µ ∈ {−λ, 0, λ}, T > 0, Q ∈ L(Y ) is self-adjoint and positive semi-definite,
and (y0, f, g, h, q) ∈ ΥT,µ. Given two times t1 < t2, we introduce the operator
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H : W (t1, t2)× L2(t1, t2;U)×W (t1, t2)→ L2(t1, t2;V ∗ × V ∗ × U), defined by

H(y, u, p) =
(
ẏ − (Ay +Bu), −ṗ−A∗p− C∗Cy, αu+B∗p

)
.

The dependence of H with respect to t1 and t2 is not indicated and the underlying
values of t1 and t2 are always clear from the context. The operator H enables us
to write the three intermediate equations of (2.1) in the compact form H(y, u, p) =
(f, g,−h).

The main result of the section is the following theorem, which is proved in sub-
section 2.2.

Theorem 2.1. Let Q ⊂ L(Y ) be a bounded set of self-adjoint and positive semi-
definite operators. For all T > 0, for all Q ∈ Q, for all (y0, f, g, h, q) ∈ ΥT,0, there
exists a unique solution (y, u, p) to system (2.1). Moreover, for all µ ∈ {−λ, 0, λ},
there exists a constant M independent of T , Q, and (y0, f, g, h, q) such that

(2.2) ‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,µ ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ .

Remark 2.2. The result of the theorem, for µ = 0, is rather classical in the litera-
ture and can be established by analyzing the associated optimal control problem (see
Lemma 2.8). The main novelty of our result is the estimate (2.2) in weighted spaces,
with a constant M which is independent of T . Let us mention that a similar result
has been obtained in [15, Theorem 3.1], for negative weights. The proof is based on
a Neumann-series argument. Let us mention that the range of admissible weights in
that reference is different from ours (compare in particular with [15, Corollary 3.16]).

2.1. Decouplable optimality systems. We prove in this subsection Theorem
2.1 in the case where Q = Π (Lemma 2.5). We begin with a useful result on forward
and backward linear systems with a right-hand side in L2

µ(0, T ;V ∗) (Lemma 2.4).

Lemma 2.3. For all µ ≤ λ, Aπ +µI generates an exponentially stable semigroup.
For all µ ≥ −λ, A∗π − µI generates an exponentially stable semigroup.

Proof. Let λ̃ ∈ (λ, λ̄). Since the semigroup eAπt is analytic, the spectrum de-

termined growth condition is satisfied, see e.g. [27]. Hence, ‖eAπt‖L(Y ) ≤ Me−λ̃t,

where M does not depend on t. Therefore, ‖e(Aπ+µI)t‖L(Y ) ≤ Me(−λ̃+µ)t, which

proves the exponential stability of Aπ + µI since −λ̃ + µ < −λ + µ ≤ 0. Moreover,
(e(Aπ+µI)t)∗ = e(Aπ+µI)∗t (see [20, page 41]), thus the operator A∗π − µI generates a
exponentially stable semigroup as well, for µ ≥ −λ.

Lemma 2.4. For all µ ≤ λ, for all T ∈ (0,∞), for all y0 ∈ Y , for all f ∈
L2
µ(0, T ;V ∗), the following system:

(2.3) ẏ = Aπy + f, y(0) = y0

has a unique solution in Wµ(0, T ). Moreover, there exists a constant M > 0 indepen-
dent of T , y0, and f such that ‖y‖Wµ(0,T ) ≤M

(
‖y0‖Y + ‖f‖L2

µ(0,T ;V ∗)

)
.

For all µ ≥ −λ, for all T ∈ (0,∞), for all q ∈ Y , for all Φ ∈ L2
µ(0, T ;V ∗), the

following system: −ṙ = A∗πr + Φ, r(T ) = q has a unique solution in Wµ(0, T ).
Moreover, there exists a constant M > 0 independent of T , q, and Φ such that
‖r‖Wµ(0,T ) ≤M

(
‖Φ‖L2

µ(0,T ;V ∗) + eµT ‖q‖Y
)
.

Proof. Let us prove the first statement. Let y ∈ W (0, T ). Defining yµ := eµ·y ∈
Wµ(0, T ) and fµ := eµ·f ∈ L2

µ(0, T ;V ∗), we observe that y solves (2.3) if and only if
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yµ is the solution to the following system:

(2.4) ẏµ = (Aπ + µI)yµ + fµ, yµ(0) = y0.

Since µ ≤ λ, the operator Aπ + µI generates an exponentially stable semigroup, by
Lemma 2.3. Standard regularity results for analytic semigroups ensure the existence
and uniqueness of a solution to (2.4), as well as the existence of a constant M > 0
independent of T , y0, and f such that ‖yµ‖W (0,T ) ≤ M

(
‖y0‖ + ‖fµ‖L2(0,∞)

)
, which

is the estimate that was to be proved.
The second statement can be proved similarly with a time-reversal argument.

We are now ready to analyze (2.1) in the case where Q = Π. The key idea is to
decouple the system with the help of the variable r = p−Πy. This variable is indeed
the solution to a backward differential equation which is independent of y, u, and p.
Let us mention that this remarkable property only holds in the case Q = Π.

Lemma 2.5. For all µ ∈ [−λ, λ], for all T > 0, for all (y0, f, g, h, q) ∈ ΥT,µ, there
exists a unique (y, u, p) ∈ ΛT,µ solution to (2.1) with Q = Π. Moreover, there exists
a constant M > 0, independent of T and (y0, f, g, h, q) such that

(2.5) ‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,µ ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ .

Remark 2.6. All along the article, the variable M is a positive constant whose
value may change from an inequality to the next one. When an estimate involving a
constant M independent of some variables (for example T ) has to be proved, then all
constants M used in the corresponding proof are also independent of these variables.

Proof of Lemma 2.5. Let Φ ∈ L2
µ(0, T ;V ∗) be defined by Φ = Πf − 1

αΠBh + g.
Let us denote by r ∈ Wµ(0, T ) the unique solution to the system −ṙ = A∗πr + Φ,
t ∈ [0, T ), r(T ) = q. By Lemma 2.4, there exists a constant M , independent of T and
(y0, f, g, h, q) such that

(2.6) ‖r‖Wµ(0,T ) ≤M
(
‖Φ‖L2

µ(0,T ;V ∗) + eµT ‖q‖Y
)
≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ .

By Lemma 2.4, the following system has a unique solution y ∈Wµ(0, T ):

(2.7) ẏ = Aπy − 1
αBh+ f − 1

αBB
∗r, y(0) = y0.

Since
∥∥− 1

αBh+ f − 1
αBB

∗r
∥∥
L2
µ(0,T ;V ∗)

≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ , we have that

(2.8) ‖y‖Wµ(0,T ) ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ .

Let us set p = Πy+r. Since Π ∈ L(Y, V )∩L(V ∗, Y ), we have that Πy ∈ L2(0, T ;V )∩
H1(0,∞;Y ). Therefore, using (2.6) and (2.8), we obtain that p ∈ Wµ(0, T ) with
‖p‖Wµ(0,T ) ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ . We finally define u = − 1

α (h+B∗p). We deduce
from the estimate on p that ‖u‖L2

µ(0,T ;U) ≤ M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,µ . The bound (2.5)
is proved.

Let us check that (y, u, p) is a solution to the linear system (2.1). It follows from
the definition of u that αu+B∗p = −h. Using p = Πy + r and (2.7), we obtain that

Ay +Bu+ f = Ay − 1
αBh−

1
αBB

∗p+ f

= Ay − 1
αBh−

1
αBB

∗Πy − 1
αBB

∗r + f = ẏ.
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It remains to verify that the adjoint equation is satisfied. We obtain with the defini-
tions of p, y, Φ, and Aπ that p(T )−Πy(T ) = q and that

ṗ = Πẏ + ṙ = ΠAπy +
(
− 1

αΠBh+ Πf
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=Φ−g

+
(
− 1

αΠBB∗
)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=A∗π−A∗

r + ṙ.

Using ṙ +A∗πr + Φ = 0 and (1.8), we obtain that

ṗ = ΠAπy + Φ− g +A∗πr −A∗r + ṙ

= ΠAπy −A∗r − g =
(
ΠA− 1

αΠBB∗Π
)
y −A∗r − g

= −
(
A∗Π + C∗C

)
y −A∗r − g = −A∗p− C∗Cy − g.

Therefore, the adjoint equation is satisfied and (y, u, p) is a solution to (2.2).
It remains to show uniqueness. To this end, it suffices to consider the case where

(y0, f, g, h, q) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Let (y, u, p) be a solution to (2.1). Let r = p−Πy. One
can easily see that −ṙ = A∗πr, r(T ) = 0, thus r = 0. Then, one has to check that y
satisfies (2.7), with y0 = 0, f = 0, h = 0, and r = 0. Therefore, y = 0. Finally, we
obtain that p = r + Πy = 0 and that u = − 1

α (h+B∗p) = 0. Uniqueness is proved.

2.2. General case. We give a proof of Theorem 2.1 in this subsection. We
consider successively the cases µ = 0, µ = −λ, and µ = λ.

2.2.1. Case without weight. Theorem 2.1, in the case where µ = 0, can be
established by analyzing the optimal control problem associated with (2.1). This is
the result of Lemma 2.8 below. The proof is classical and uses very similar arguments
to the ones used in [6, Proposition 3.1].

We begin with a classical lemma, following from the detectability assumption.

Lemma 2.7. There exists a constant M > 0 such that for all T > 0, for all
y0 ∈ Y , for all u ∈ L2(0, T ;U), for all f ∈ L2(0, T ;V ∗), the solution y ∈ W (0, T ) to
the system

ẏ = Ay +Bu+ f, y(0) = y0

satisfies the following estimate:

‖y‖W (0,T ) ≤M
(
‖y0‖Y + ‖u‖L2(0,T ;U) + ‖f‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) + ‖Cy‖L2(0,T ;Z)

)
.

Proof. Let z ∈W (0, T ) be the solution to

ż = Az +Bu+ f +KC(y − z), z(0) = y0,

where K is given by Assumption (A3). The above system can be re-written as follows:

ż = (A−KC)z +Bu+ f +KCy, z(0) = y0.

Since (A−KC) is exponentially stable, there exists a constant M , independent of T ,
y0, u, f , and y such that

‖z‖W (0,T ) ≤ M
(
‖y0‖Y + ‖Bu+ f +KCy‖L2(0,T ;V ∗)

)
≤ M

(
‖y0‖Y + ‖u‖L2(0,T ;U) + ‖f‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) + ‖Cy‖L2(0,T ;Z)

)
.(2.9)

Observing that e := z − y is the solution to ė = (A−KC)e, e(0) = 0, we obtain that
e = 0 and that z = y. Thus y satisfies (2.9), as was to be proved.
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Lemma 2.8. For all T > 0, for all Q ∈ Q, for all (y0, f, g, h, q) ∈ ΥT,0, the
following optimal control problem

(LQ)


inf

y∈W (0,T )

u∈L2(0,T ;U)

[ ∫ T

0

1
2‖Cy(t)‖2Z + 〈g(t), y(t)〉+ α

2 ‖u(t)‖2U + 〈h(t), u(t)〉U dt

+ 1
2 〈y(T ), Qy(T )〉Y + 〈q, y(T )〉Y

]
,

subject to: ẏ = Ay +Bu+ f, y(0) = y0,

has a unique solution (y, u). There exists a unique associated adjoint variable p, which
is such that (y, u, p) is the unique solution to (2.1). Moreover, there exists a constant
M , independent of T , Q, and (y0, f, g, h, q) such that

(2.10) ‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,0 ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0 .

Proof. We follow the same lines as in [6, Lemma 3.2]. Let us first bound the value
of the problem. Let y ∈W (0, T ) be the solution to

ẏ = (A+BF )y + f, y(0) = y0,

where F is given by Assumption (A2). Since (A+BF ) is exponentially stable, there
exists a constant M such that

‖y‖W (0,T ) ≤M max
(
‖y0‖Y , ‖f‖L2(0,T ;V ∗)

)
.

Let us set u = Fy. We have ‖u‖L2(0,T ;U) ≤M max
(
‖y0‖Y , ‖f‖L2(0,T ;V ∗)

)
. Then, one

can easily check the existence of a constant M such that

J1(u, y) ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖2ΥT,0 .

Now, we prove the existence of a solution to the problem. Let (yn, un)n∈N ∈W (0, T )×
L2(0, T ;U) be a minimizing sequence such that for all n ∈ N,

J1(yn, un) ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖2ΥT,0 .

We now look for a lower bound for J1, so that we can further obtain a bound on
(yn, un). We have

J1(yn, un) ≥ 1

2
‖Cyn‖2L2(0,T ;Z) − ‖g‖L2(0,T ;V ∗)‖yn‖W (0,T )

+
α

2
‖un‖2L2(0,T ;U) − ‖h‖L2(0,T ;U)‖un‖L2(0,T ;U) − ‖q‖Y ‖yn(T )‖Y

≥ 1

2
‖Cyn‖2L2(0,T ;Z) +

α

2

(
‖un‖2L2(0,T ;U) −

‖h‖L2(0,T ;U)

α

)2

−
‖h‖2L2(0,T ;U)

2α

− 1

2ε

(
‖g‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) + ‖q‖Y

)2 − ε

2
‖yn‖2W (0,T ).

Therefore, there exists a constant M such that

‖Cyn‖ ≤M
(
‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0 +

1√
ε

(
‖g‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) + ‖q‖Y

)
+
√
ε‖yn‖W (0,T )

)
,

(2.11)

‖un‖ ≤M
(
‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0 +

1√
ε

(
‖g‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) + ‖q‖Y

)
+
√
ε‖yn‖W (0,T )

)
.

(2.12)
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Applying Lemma 2.7 and estimate (2.11), we obtain that

‖yn‖W (0,T ) ≤ M
(
‖y0‖Y + ‖f‖L2(0,T ;V ∗) + ‖un‖L2(0,T ;U) + ‖Cyn‖L2(0,T ;Z)

)
≤ M

(
‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0 +

√
ε‖yn‖W (0,T ) +

1√
ε

(
‖g‖+ ‖q‖Y

))
.

Let us fix ε = 1
(2M)2 , where M is the constant obtained in the last inequality. It

follows that there exists (another) constant M > 0 such that

(2.13) ‖yn‖W (0,T ) ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0 .

Combined with (2.12), we obtain that

‖un‖L2(0,T ;U) ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0 .

The sequence (yn, un)n∈N is therefore bounded in W (0, T ) × L2(0, T ;U) and has a
weak limit point (y, u) satisfying

(2.14) max
(
‖y‖W (0,T ), ‖u‖L2(0,T ;U)

)
≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0 .

One can prove the optimality of (y, u) with the same techniques as those used for the
proof of [7, Proposition 2].

Consider now the solution p to the adjoint system

(2.15) − ṗ−A∗p− C∗Cy = g, p(T )−Qy(T ) = q.

The optimality conditions for the problem yield αu + B∗p + h = 0, see e.g. [16]. It
follows that (y, u, p) is a solution to (2.1).

Let us prove the uniqueness. If (y, u, p) is a solution to (2.1), then one can prove
that (y, u) is a solution to problem (LQ) with associated costate p. Therefore, it
suffices to prove the uniqueness of the solution to (2.1). To this end, it suffices to
consider the case where (y0, f, g, h, q) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0). Let (y, u, p) be a solution to
(2.1). Then (y, u) is a solution to (LQ) and one can check that (2.14) holds. Thus,
(y, u) = (0, 0) and then, p = 0, which proves the uniqueness.

It remains to prove the a priori bound. Observe that (y, u, p) is the solution to

(2.16)



y(0) = y0 in Y

ẏ − (Ay +Bu) = f in L2(0, T ;V ∗)

−ṗ−A∗p− C∗Cy = g in L2(0, T ;V ∗)

αu+B∗p = −h in L2(0, T ;U)

p(T )−Πy(T ) = q̃ in Y ,

where q̃ = (Q − Π)y(T ) + q. By (2.14), we have ‖q̃‖Y ≤ M
(
‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0 .

Thus by Lemma 2.5, ‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,0 ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q̃)‖ΥT,0 ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0 ,
which concludes the proof.

2.2.2. Case of a negative weight.

Proof of Theorem 2.1: the case µ = −λ. Let (y0, f, g, h, q) ∈ ΥT,−λ. The fol-
lowing inequality can be easily checked: ‖(f, g, h)‖L2(0,T ) ≤ eλT ‖(f, g, h)‖L2

−λ(0,T ).

Therefore, by Lemma 2.8, the system (2.1) has a unique solution (y, u, p), satisfying

‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,0 ≤ M max
(
‖y0‖Y , ‖(f, g, h)‖L2(0,T ), ‖q‖Y

)
≤ M max

(
‖y0‖Y , eλT ‖(f, g, h)‖L2

−λ(0,T ), ‖q‖Y
)
.
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It follows that ‖y(T )‖Y ≤M max
(
‖y0‖Y , eλT ‖(f, g, h)‖L2

−λ(0,T ), ‖q‖Y
)

and then that

e−λT ‖y(T )‖Y ≤ M max
(
e−λT ‖y0‖Y , ‖(f, g, h)‖L2

−λ(0,T ), e
−λT ‖q‖Y

)
≤ M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,−λ ,(2.17)

since e−λT ≤ 1. The key idea now is to observe that y(0) = y0, H(y, u, p) = (f, g,−h),
and p(T )−Πy(T ) = q̃, where q̃ = (Q−Π)y(T ) + q. Thus, by Lemma 2.5,

‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,−λ ≤ M‖(y0, f, g, h, q̃)‖ΥT,−λ
≤ M

(
‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,−λ + e−λT ‖(Q−Π)‖L(Y )‖y(T )‖Y

)
≤ M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,−λ +Me−λT ‖y(T )‖Y ,(2.18)

since Q is bounded. Estimate (2.2) follows, combining (2.17) and (2.18).

2.2.3. Case of positive weight. The approach that we propose for dealing
with the case µ = λ requires some more advanced tools, that we introduce now. For
a given θ ∈ (0, T ), we make use of the following mixed weighted space:

‖u‖L2
λ,−λ(0,T ;U) = ‖eρ(·)u(·)‖L2(0,T ;U),

where

ρ(t) = λt, for t ∈ [0, T − θ], ρ(t) = 2λ(T − θ)− λt, for t ∈ [T − θ, T ].

Observe that ρ is continuous and piecewise affine, with ρ̇(t) = λ for t ∈ [0, T − θ) and
ρ̇(t) = −λ for t ∈ (T−θ, T ]. In a nutshell: We use a positive weight on (0, T−θ) and a
negative weight on (T −θ, T ). We define similarly the space L2

−λ,λ(0, T ;V ∗×V ∗×U)

— that we often denote by L2
−λ,λ(0, T ) — and the space Wλ,−λ(0, T ). The spaces

Λλ,−λ and Υλ,−λ are defined in a similar way as before, with the corresponding norms

‖(y, u, p)‖Λλ,−λ = max
(
‖y‖Wλ,−λ(0,T ), ‖u‖L2

λ,−λ(0,T ;U), ‖p‖Wλ,−λ(0,T )

)
,

‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖Υλ,−λ = max
(
‖y0‖Y , ‖(f, g, h)‖L2

λ,−λ(0,T ), e
ρ(T )‖q‖Y

)
.

The following lemma is a generalization of Lemma 2.5 for mixed weighted spaces.

Lemma 2.9. For all T > 0, for all (y0, f, g, h, q) ∈ Υλ,−λ, the unique solution
(y, u, p) to (2.1) with Q = Π satisfies the following bound:

(2.19) ‖(y, u, p)‖Λλ,−λ ≤M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖Υλ,−λ ,

where M is independent of T , θ, and (y0, f, g, h, q).

Proof. We only give the main lines of the proof. One can obtain estimate (2.19)
with the same decoupling as the one introduced in Lemma 2.5. The decoupled vari-
ables y and r can then be estimated in Wλ,−λ(0, T ), after an adaptation of Lemma
2.4 for right-hand sides in L2

λ,−λ(0, T ;V ∗).

Proof of Theorem 2.1: the case µ = λ. Let us first fix some constants. We denote
by M1 the constant involved in estimate (2.10). We denote by M2 the constant
involved in Lemma 2.9. Note that M1 ≥ 1 and M2 ≥ 1. Finally, M3 denotes an
upper bound on ‖Q − Π‖L(Y ). Let us set M0 = 2M1M2 ≥ 1 and let us fix θ > 0

such that M0M3e
−λθ ≤ 1. The first four steps of this proof deal with the case
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where T ≥ θ. We will consider the case T < θ in Step 5. Take now T ≥ θ and
(y0, f, g, h, q) ∈ ΥT,λ. Since ΥT,λ is embedded in ΥT,0, the existence of a solution to
(2.1) in ΛT,0 is guaranteed. Let us denote it by (ȳ, ū, p̄).

Step 1: construction of the mappings χ1 and χ2.
The main idea of the proof consists in obtaining an estimate of ȳ(T ) with a fixed-
point argument. To this end, we introduce two affine mappings, χ1 and χ2, defined
as follows: χ1 : yT ∈ Y 7→ y(T − θ) ∈ Y , where y is the solution to

(2.20)


y(0) = y0 in Y

H(y, u, p) = (f, g,−h) in L2
λ,−λ(0, T ;V ∗ × V ∗ × U)

p(T )−Πy(T ) = (Q−Π)yT + q in Y .

The mapping χ2 is defined as follows: χ2 : yT−θ ∈ Y 7→ y(T ) ∈ Y , where y ∈
W (T − θ, T ) is the solution to

y(T − θ) = yT−θ in Y

H(y, u, p) = (f, g,−h) in L2(T − θ, T ;V ∗ × V ∗ × U)

p(T )−Qy(T ) = q in Y .

The existence and uniqueness of a solution to the above system follows from Lemma
2.8, after a shifting of the time variable. Observe that ȳ(T − θ) = χ1(ȳ(T )) and that
ȳ(T ) = χ2(ȳ(T − θ)). It follows that ȳ(T ) is a fixed point of χ2 ◦ χ1.

Step 2: on the Lipschitz-continuity of χ1 and χ2.
Let yT and ỹT ∈ Y . We have χ1(ỹT )− χ1(yT ) = y(T − θ), where y is the solution to

y(0) = 0 in Y

H(y, u, p) = (0, 0, 0) in L2
λ,−λ(0, T ;V ∗ × V ∗ × U)

p(T )−Πy(T ) = (Q−Π)(ỹT − yT ) in Y .

By Lemma 2.9,

‖(y, u, p)‖Λλ,−λ ≤M2e
ρ(T )‖Q−Π‖L(Y )‖ỹT − yT ‖Y ≤M2M3e

ρ(T )‖ỹT − yT ‖Y .

Thus, eρ(T−θ)‖y(T − θ)‖Y ≤ ‖y‖Wλ,−λ(0,T ) ≤M2M3e
ρ(T )‖ỹT − yT ‖Y . Observing that

eρ(T )−ρ(T−θ) = e−λθ, we finally obtain that

‖χ1(ỹT )− χ1(yT )‖Y = ‖y(T − θ)‖Y ≤M2M3e
−λθ‖ỹT − yT ‖Y ,

which proves that χ1 is Lipschitz-continuous. Now, let us take yT−θ and ỹT−θ in Y .
We have χ2(ỹT−θ)− χ2(ỹT−θ) = y(T ), where y ∈W (T − θ, T ) is the solution to

y(T − θ) = ỹT−θ − yT−θ in Y

H(y, u, p) = (0, 0, 0) in L2(T − θ, T ;V ∗ × V ∗ × U)

p(T )−Qy(T ) = 0 in Y .

We obtain with Lemma 2.8 that ‖y‖W (T−θ,T ) ≤M1‖ỹT−θ − yT−θ‖Y and thus

‖χ2(ỹT−θ)− χ1(yT−θ)‖Y = ‖y(T )‖ ≤M1‖ỹT−θ − yT−θ‖Y ,

proving that χ2 is Lipschitz-continuous. As a consequence, the mapping χ2 ◦ χ1 is
Lipschitz-continuous, with modulus M1M2M3e

−λθ ≤ 1
2M0M3e

−λθ ≤ 1
2 .
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Step 3: on the invariance of BY
(
R
)
, with R = M0e

−λ(T−θ)‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ .
Let yT ∈ BY (R). Consider the solution y to system (2.20). By Lemma 2.9, we have

(2.21) ‖y‖Wλ,−λ(0,T ) ≤M2 max
(
‖y0‖Y , ‖(f, g, h)‖L2

λ,−λ(0,T ), e
ρ(T )‖(Q−Π)yT +q‖Y

)
.

Let us estimate the last term in the above expression. We have

eρ(T )‖(Q−Π)yT + q‖Y
≤ eλT−2λθ

(
M3‖yT ‖Y + ‖q‖Y

)
≤ e−λθM0M3‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ + eλT ‖q‖Y
≤ ‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ + eλT ‖q‖Y .(2.22)

Observe that ‖(f, g, h)‖L2
λ,−λ(0,T ) ≤ ‖(f, g, h)‖L2

λ(0,T ). Combining (2.21), (2.22), and

this last observation, we obtain that

‖y‖Wλ,−λ(0,T ) ≤ M2 max
(
‖y0‖Y , ‖(f, g, h)‖λ, ‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ + eλT ‖q‖Y

)
≤ 2M2‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ .

It follows then that

‖χ1(yT )‖Y = e−ρ(T−θ)‖eρ(T−θ)y(T − θ)‖Y
≤ e−λ(T−θ)‖y‖Wλ,−λ(0,T )

≤ 2M2e
−λ(T−θ)‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ .(2.23)

Applying now Lemma 2.8, we obtain that

‖χ2 ◦ χ1(yT )‖Y ≤ M1 max
(
‖χ1(yT )‖Y , ‖(f, g, h)|(T−θ,T )‖0, ‖q‖Y

)
.(2.24)

Observing that eλ(T−θ)‖(f, g, h)|(T−θ,T )‖L2(T−θ,T ) ≤ ‖(f, g, h)‖L2
λ(0,T ), we deduce

from (2.23) and (2.24) that

‖χ2 ◦ χ1(yT )‖Y ≤ M1e
−λ(T−θ) max

(
2M2‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ , ‖(f, g, h)‖λ, eλT ‖q‖Y

)
≤ M0e

−λ(T−θ)‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ .

We have proved that ‖χ2 ◦ χ1(yT )‖Y ≤ R.
Step 4: proof of (2.2) (when T ≥ θ).

We have proved in the second step of the proof that χ2◦χ1 is a contraction. Therefore,
ȳ(T ) is the unique fixed-point of χ2 ◦χ1 in Y . We have established in the third part of
the proof that BY (R) is invariant by χ2 ◦ χ1. Therefore, by the fixed-point theorem,
the mapping χ2 ◦χ1 has a unique fixed point in BY (R) which is then necessarily ȳ(T ).

Observe now that (ȳ, ū, p̄) is the solution to (2.20), with yT = ȳ(T ). Denoting by
M4 the constant involved in estimate (2.5), we obtain that

‖(ȳ, ū, p̄)‖ΛT,λ ≤ M4‖(y0, f, g, h, (Q−Π)ȳ(T ) + q)‖ΥT,λ
≤ M4

(
‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ +M3e

λT ‖ȳ(T )‖Y
)

≤ M4(1 +M0M3e
λθ)‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ .

This concludes the proof, in the case T ≥ θ.
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Step 5: proof of (2.2) (when T < θ).
By Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 2.8, we have

‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,λ ≤ MeλT ‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,0
≤ Meλθ‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,0
≤ M‖(y0, f, g, h, q)‖ΥT,λ ,

which proves (2.2) and concludes the proof of the theorem.

3. Additional results on optimality systems. In this subsection, we analyze
further the optimality system associated with the linear-quadratic problem (LQ) when
(f, g, h) = (0, 0, 0). Let us fix some notation. For (y, u) ∈ W (0, T ) × L2(0, T ), we
denote

(3.1) J0
T,Q,q(u, y) =

∫ T

0

1
2‖Cy(t)‖2Z + α

2 ‖u(t)‖2U dt+ 1
2 〈y(T ), Qy(T )〉Y + 〈q, y(T )〉Y

and consider the problem

(P 0) V0
T,Q,q(y0) =


inf

y∈W (0,T )

u∈L2(0,T ;U)

J0
T,Q,q(u, y)

subject to: ẏ = Ay +Bu, y(0) = y0.

Problem (P 0) is a particular case of problem (P ) with (f�, g�, h�) = (0, 0, 0). The
associated optimality system is a linear system (of the form (2.1)) with parameters
(y0, T,Q, q):

(OS) y(0) = y0, H(y, u, p) = (0, 0, 0), p(T )−Qy(T ) = q.

Since the solution (y, u, p) is a linear mapping of (y0, q), there exist two linear operators
Π(T,Q) and G(T,Q) such that

(3.2) p(0) = Π(T,Q)y0 +G(T,Q)q.

Let us mention that Π(T,Q) can be described as the solution to a differential Riccati
equation (see [5, Part IV]).

Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant M > 0 such that for all T > 0 and for all
Q ∈ Q, ‖Π(T,Q)‖L(Y ) ≤M , ‖G(T,Q)‖L(Y ) ≤Me−λT , and

‖Π(T,Q)−Π‖L(Y ) ≤ M‖Q−Π‖L(Y )e
−2λT .

As a consequence of the last estimate, we obtain that Π(T,Q) −→
T→∞

Π and that

Π(T,Π) = Π. Let us mention that the third inequality has been obtained in [21,
Corollary 2.7] for finite-dimensional systems and that our result improves the one
given in the same reference (see [21, Lemma 3.9]), where a rate equal to λ (instead of
2λ) is established for parabolic systems.

Proof of Lemma 3.1. Applying Theorem 2.1 with µ = −λ, we obtain that

‖e−λ·p(·)‖L∞(0,T ;Y ) ≤ ‖(y, u, p)‖ΛT,−λ ≤M max
(
‖y0‖Y , e−λT ‖q‖Y

)
and thus ‖p(0)‖Y ≤ M max

(
‖y0‖Y , e−λT ‖q‖Y

)
. It follows that ‖Π(T,Q)‖L(Y ) ≤ M

and that ‖G(T,Q)‖L(Y ) ≤Me−λT , as was to be proved.
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Let us prove the last estimate. We take q = 0. Applying Theorem 2.1 (with µ =
λ), we obtain that ‖eλ·y(·)‖L∞(0,T ;Y ) ≤ M‖y0‖Y . Thus ‖y(T )‖Y ≤ Me−λT ‖y0‖Y .
Let us set r(t) = p(t)−Πy(t). We have r(T ) = (Q−Π)y(T ), therefore

‖r(T )‖Y ≤M‖Q−Π‖L(Y )e
−λT ‖y0‖Y .

Using the algebraic Riccati equation (1.8) and the fact that Π ∈ L(V ∗, Y ) ∩ L(Y, V ),
one can check that r ∈ W (0, T ) and that −ṙ = A∗πr. Since A∗π + λI generates a
bounded semigroup, we finally deduce that

‖(Π(T,Q)−Π)y0‖Y = ‖r(0)‖Y ≤Me−λT ‖r(T )‖Y ≤Me−2λT ‖Q−Π‖L(Y )‖y0‖Y ,

which concludes the proof.

Lemma 3.2. Let (ȳ, ū) be the solution to (P 0) with associated costate p̄. Let
(y, u) ∈ W (0, T ) × L2(0, T ;U) be such that ẏ = Ay + Bu. Then, there exists a
constant M , independent of T , Q, q, y0, y, and u such that

0 ≤ J0
T,Q,q(u, y)− V0

T,Q,q(y0)− 〈p̄(0), y(0)− y0〉Y
≤ M max

(
‖y − ȳ‖2W (0,T ), ‖u− ū‖

2
L2(0,T ;U)

)
.(3.3)

Proof. We have

J0
T,Q,q(u, y)− V0

T,Q,q(y0) = J0
T,Q,q(u, y)− J0

T,Q,q(ū, ȳ)

=

∫ T

0

(
1
2‖C(y − ȳ)‖2Z + α

2 ‖u− ū‖
2
U + 〈C∗Cȳ, y − ȳ〉+ α〈ū, u− ū〉

)
dt

+ 1
2 〈y(T )− ȳ(T ), Q(y(T )− ȳ(T ))〉Y + 〈Qȳ(T ) + q, y(T )− ȳ(T )〉Y .(3.4)

The three quadratic terms can be bounded from above as follows:

0 ≤
∫ T

0

1
2‖C(y − ȳ)‖2Z + α

2 ‖u− ū‖
2
U dt+ 1

2 〈y(T )− ȳ(T ), Q(y(T )− ȳ(T ))〉Y

≤ M max
(
‖y − ȳ‖2W (0,T ), ‖u− ū‖

2
L2(0,T ;U)

)
.(3.5)

Let us focus on the remaining terms in the right-hand of (3.4). Using the relations
C∗Cȳ = − ˙̄p−A∗p̄ and αū = −B∗p̄ and integrating by parts, we obtain that∫ T

0

〈C∗Cȳ, y − ȳ〉Y + α〈ū, u− ū〉U dt

= −〈Qȳ(T ) + q, y(T )− ȳ(T )〉Y + 〈p̄(0), y(0)− y0〉Y .(3.6)

Estimate (3.3) follows, by combining (3.4), (3.5), and (3.6).

Corollary 3.3. The value function V0
T,Q,q(·) is differentiable. Moreover,

(3.7) Dy0
V0
T,Q,q(y0) = Π(T,Q)y0 +G(T,Q)q

and Π(T,Q) is self-adjoint and positive semi-definite.

Proof. Take y0 ∈ Y and h ∈ Y . Denote by (ȳ, ū, p̄) and (y, u, p) the solutions to
(OS) with initial conditions y0 and y0 + h, respectively. Then, by Theorem 2.1,

max
(
‖y − ȳ‖W (0,T ), ‖u− ū‖L2(0,T ;U)

)
≤ ‖(y, u, p)− (ȳ, ū, p̄)‖ΥT,0 ≤M‖h‖Y .
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Applying Lemma 3.2, we deduce that

0 ≤ V0
T,Q,q(y0 + h)− V0

T,Q,q(y0)− 〈p̄(0), h〉Y ≤M‖h‖2Y ,

which proves that V0
T,Q,q is differentiable with Dy0

V0
T,Q,q(y0) = p̄(0). Then (3.7)

follows with (3.2).
Let us take now q = 0. Then, the solution (y, u, p) to (OS) is a linear mapping of

y0. Since J0
T,Q,0(u, y) is quadratic and convex, there exists a self-adjoint and positive

semi-definite operator Π̂(T ) such that V0
T,Q,0(y0) = 1

2 〈y0, Π̂(T )y0〉. Applying the

first part of the lemma, we deduce that for all y0 ∈ Y , Dy0
V0
T,Q,0(y0) = Π̂(T )y0 =

Π(T,Q)y0, which proves that Π̂(T ) = Π(T,Q) and concludes the proof.

4. Linear-quadratic problems.

4.1. Turnpike property. We analyze now the class of problems (P ) (defined
in the introduction). By Lemma 2.8, (P ) has a unique solution (ȳ, ū) with associated
costate p̄, satisfying

(4.1) ȳ(0) = y0, H(y, u, p) = (f�, g�,−h�), p̄(T̄ )−Qȳ(T̄ ) = q.

Note that the variables f�, g�, and h� must be understood as constant time-functions
in the above optimality system. Let us first investigate the existence of a solution to
the static optimization problem.

Lemma 4.1. The static optimization problem (1.1) has a unique solution (y�, u�)
with unique associated Lagrange multiplier p� ∈ V , i.e. p� is such that

(4.2) − (Ay� +Bu�) = f�, −A∗p� − C∗Cy� = g�, αu� +B∗p� = −h�.

Moreover, there exists a constant M > 0, independent of (f�, g�, h�), such that

(4.3) max
(
‖y�‖V , ‖u�‖U , ‖p�‖V

)
≤M max

(
‖f�‖V ∗ , ‖g�‖V ∗ , ‖h�‖U

)
.

Proof. Since by [5, page 207, equation 2.7] (with α = 1
2 ) the operator Aπ is

an isomorphism from V to V ∗, we can define r� = −A−∗π (Πf� − 1
αΠBh� + g�) ∈ V .

Similarly to the proof of Lemma 2.5 we next define y� = A−1
π

(
1
αBh

�−f�+ 1
αBB

∗r�
)
∈

V , p� = Πy� + r� ∈ V , and u� = − 1
α (h� + B∗p�) ∈ U . It is easily verified that the

triplet (y�, p�, u�) is a solution to (4.2) and that it satisfies (4.3).
It remains to discuss the uniqueness of the solution to (1.1) and the uniqueness

of the solution to (4.2). Let us first remark that if (y, u, p) is solution to (4.2), then
(y, u) is solution to (1.1) with associated Lagrange multiplier p, by convexity of the
optimization problem. Therefore, the uniqueness of the solution to (4.2) implies the
uniqueness of the solution to (1.1).

To prove the uniqueness of the solution to (4.2), it suffices to consider the case
(f�, g�, h�) = (0, 0, 0). Let (y, u, p) be a solution to (4.2) with (f�, g�, h�) = (0, 0, 0).
Let us define r = p−Πy. It then follows thatA∗πr = 0 and, hence, r = 0. Consequently,
we have Πy = p and with Ay = −Bu we conclude that Aπy = 0. This implies y = 0
and p = Πy = 0. Since αu+ B∗p = 0, we finally obtain that u = 0, which concludes
the proof the lemma.

From now on, we denote

(4.4) q̃ = q − p� +Qy�.
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We state and prove in Theorem 4.2 the turnpike property announced in the introduc-
tion. A consequence of inequality (4.5) below is that if t is not too close to 0 and not
too close to T̄ , then ȳ(t) and p̄(t) are close to y� and p�, respectively.

Theorem 4.2. There exists a constant M , independent of the parameters T̄ , Q,
and (y0, f

�, g�, h�, q) such that for all t ∈ [0, T̄ ],

(4.5) max
(
‖ȳ(t)− y�‖Y , ‖p̄(t)− p�‖Y

)
≤M

(
e−λt‖y0 − y�‖Y + e−λ(T̄−t)‖q̃‖Y

)
.

Remark 4.3. The exponential turnpike property established in [21, 26] takes the
following form: max

(
‖ȳ(t)− y�‖Y , ‖p̄(t)− p�‖Y

)
≤M1e

−λt +M2e
−λ(T̄−t), where the

constants M1 and M2 depend on all the data of the problem (except T̄ ). Our estimate
is thus more precise: It shows that these two constants are related to ‖y0− y�‖Y and
‖q − p� +Qy�‖Y , respectively.

Proof of Theorem 4.2. Let (ỹ, ũ, p̃) = (ȳ, ū, p̄)− (y�, u�, p�). We have

p̃(T̄ )−Qỹ(T̄ ) = p(T̄ )− p� −Q(y(T̄ )− y�) = q +Qy� − p� = q̃.

Then, by (4.1) and (4.2), ỹ(0) = y0 − y�, H(y, u, p) = (0, 0, 0), p̃(T̄ )−Qỹ(T̄ ) = q̃, i.e.
(ỹ, ũ, p̃) is the solution to (OS), with parameters (y0−y�, T̄ , Q, q̃). Let (y(1), u(1), p(1))
and (y(2), u(2), p(2)) be the solutions to (OS), with parameters (y0 − y�, T̄ , Q, 0) and
(0, T̄ , Q, q̃) respectively. Applying Theorem 2.1 to these systems with µ = λ and
µ = −λ respectively, we obtain that

‖(y(1), u(1), p(1))‖ΛT,λ ≤ M‖y0 − y�‖Y ,

‖(y(2), u(2), p(2))‖ΛT,−λ ≤ Me−λT̄ ‖q̃‖Y

We immediately deduce that for all t ∈ [0, T̄ ]

max
(
‖y(1)(t)‖Y , ‖p(1)(t)‖Y

)
≤ Me−λt‖y0 − y�‖Y ,

max
(
‖y(2)(t)‖Y , ‖p(2)(t)‖Y

)
≤ Me−λ(T̄−t)‖q̃‖Y .

Estimate 4.5 follows, since by linearity, (ỹ, ũ, p̃) = (y(1), u(1), p(1)) + (y(2), u(2), p(2)).

Remark 4.4. If one assumes that B ∈ L(U, Y ) (instead of simply B ∈ L(U, V ∗)),
then a turnpike property can also be established for the control:

‖u(t)− u�‖U = 1
α

∥∥B∗(p(t)− p�)∥∥
U
≤M

(
e−λt‖y0 − y�‖Y + e−λ(T̄−t)‖q̃‖Y

)
.

4.2. Analysis of the value function. In this subsection, we analyze some
properties of the value function associated with Problem (P ). For an initial time θ
and an initial condition yθ, the value function is defined by
(P (θ))

VT̄ ,Q,q(θ, yθ) =


inf

y∈W (θ,T̄ )

u∈L2(θ,T̄ ;U)

∫ T̄

θ

`(y(t), u(t)) dt+ 1
2 〈y(T̄ ), Qy(T̄ )〉Y + 〈q, y(T̄ )〉Y ,

subject to: ẏ(t) = Ay(t) +Bu(t) + f�, y(θ) = yθ.

The shifting realized in the proof of Theorem 4.2 shows that Problem (P ) is equivalent
to a problem of the same form as (P 0) (with a different value of q). We compare the
corresponding value functions in the next lemma.
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Lemma 4.5. The following relation holds true:

VT̄ ,Q,q(θ, yθ) = V0
T̄−θ,Q,q̃(yθ − y

�) + 〈p�, yθ〉Y
+ (T̄ − θ)v� + 1

2 〈y
�, Qy�〉Y + 〈q − p�, y�〉,(4.6)

where v� := `(y�, u�) is the value of the static optimization problem (1.1).

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the result for θ = 0. Let (y, u) be such that
ẏ = Ay + Bu + f�, y(0) = y0. Let (ỹ, ũ) = (y, u) − (y�, u�). Then, ˙̃y = Aỹ + Bũ,
ỹ(0) = y0 − y�. We have

JT̄ ,Q,q(u, y) =

∫ T̄

0

1
2‖Cỹ‖

2
Z + 〈C∗Cy� + g�, ỹ〉V ∗,V +

(
1
2‖Cy

�‖2Z + 〈g�, y�〉Y
)

dt

+

∫ T̄

0

α
2 ‖ũ(t)‖2U + 〈αu� + h�, ũ(t)〉U +

(
α
2 ‖u

�‖2U + 〈h�, u�〉U
)

dt

+ 1
2 〈ỹ(T ), Qỹ(T )〉Y + 〈Qy� + q, ỹ(T )〉Y + 1

2 〈y
�, Qy�〉Y + 〈q, y�〉Y .(4.7)

As in the proof of Lemma 3.2, the linear terms vanish. Using C∗Cy� + g� = −A∗p�,
αu� + h� = −B∗p�, and integrating by parts, one indeed obtains that

(4.8)

∫ T̄

0

〈C∗Cy� + g�, ỹ(t)〉V ∗,V + 〈αu� + h�, ũ(t)〉U dt = −〈p�, ỹ(T̄ )− ỹ(0)〉Y .

Combining (4.7) and (4.8), we obtain that

JT̄ ,Q,q(u, y) =

∫ T̄

0

1
2‖Cỹ‖

2
Z + α

2 ‖ũ(t)‖2U dt

+ 1
2 〈ỹ(T̄ ), Qỹ(T̄ )〉Y + 〈Qy� + q − p�, ỹ(T̄ )〉Y +K(y0),

where K(y0) = T̄ v� + 1
2 〈y
�, Qy�〉Y + 〈p�, y0 − y�〉Y + 〈q, y�〉Y . We obtain with the

definitions of J0 and q̃ given in (3.1) and (4.4) that JT̄ ,Q,q(u, y) = J0
T̄ ,Q,q̃

(ũ, ỹ)+K(y0).

Therefore VT̄ ,Q,q(0, y0) = V0
T̄ ,Q,q̃

(y0 − y�) +K(y0) and the lemma is proved.

We deduce from Lemma 4.5 some useful information on DyθVT̄ ,Q,q(θ, yθ). More
precisely, relation (4.6) below shows how the derivative of the value function deviates
from the equilibrium value p�. Note that the first difference term, Π(T̄−θ,Q)(yθ−y�),
vanishes when yθ = y� and the second one, G(T̄ −θ,Q)q̃, is very small for large values
of T̄ − θ.

Corollary 4.6. The following relation holds true:

(4.9) DyθVT̄ ,Q,q(θ, yθ) = Π(T̄ − θ,Q)(yθ − y�) +G(T̄ − θ,Q)q̃ + p�.

Moreover, for all θ ∈ [0, T̄ ],

(4.10) p̄(θ) = Π(T̄ − θ,Q)(ȳ(θ)− y�) +G(T̄ − θ,Q)q̃ + p�.

Proof. Relation (4.9) is obtained by differentiating relation (4.6) and applying
Corollary 3.3. Using the same techniques as in Lemma 3.2 and Corollary 3.3, one can
prove the following sensitivity relation: p̄(θ) = DyθVT̄ ,Q,q(θ, ȳ(θ)). Applying (4.9),
relation (4.10) follows.
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5. Error estimate for the RHC algorithm. The receding-horizon algorithm
for solving (P ) consists in solving a sequence of optimal control problems with small
time-horizon T . A sampling time τ ≤ T is fixed. At iteration n of the algorithm, an
optimal control problem is solved on the interval (nτ, nτ +T ) and only the restriction
to (nτ, (n+ 1)τ) of the solution is kept. The problem which is solved at the iteration
n is of the following form:

(P (θ;φ))


inf

y∈W (θ,θ+T )

u∈L2(θ,θ+T ;U)

∫ θ+T

θ

`(y(t), u(t)) dt+ φ(θ + T, y(θ + T )),

subject to: ẏ(t) = Ay(t) +Bu(t) + f�, y(θ) = yθ,

where θ and yθ are given. Let us describe the function φ used as final-time cost in
the above problem. We assume that two bounded mappings Π̃ : t ∈ [0,∞) → L(Y )
and G̃ : t ∈ [0,∞) → L(Y ) are given as well as an element p̃ ∈ Y . For all t ≥ 0, the
operator Π̃(t) is assumed to be self-adjoint and positive semi-definite. The function
φ is defined by

(5.1) φ(t, y) = 1
2 〈y − y

�, Π̃(T̄ − t)(y − y�)〉Y + 〈G̃(T̄ − t)q̃, y〉+ 〈p̃, y〉Y .

Observe that

Dyφ(θ + T, y) = Π̃
(
T̄ − (θ + T )

)
(y − y�) + G̃

(
T̄ − (θ + T )

)
q̃ + p̃.

This relation shows that φ(θ + T, ·) can be viewed as an approximation of the value
function VT̄ ,Q,q(θ+T, ·) (up to an additive constant independent of the variable y). If

p̃ = p� and if Π̃ and Π(·, Q) as well as G̃ and G(·, Q) coincide at time T̄ −(θ+T ), then
the two problems (P (θ)) and (P (θ;φ)) are equivalent, by the dynamic programming
principle.

A third parameter N such that Nτ ≤ T̄ is also considered. At time Nτ , Problem
(P (θ)) is solved (with θ = Nτ). We give now a precise description of the algorithm.

Algorithm 5.1 Receding-Horizon method

Input: τ ≥ 0, T ≥ τ , and N such that Nτ ≤ T̄ ;
for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1 do

Find the solution (y, u) to (P (θ;φ)) with θ = nτ , yθ = yn, and φ given by (5.1);
Set yRH(t) = y(t) and uRH(t) = u(t) for a.e. t ∈ (nτ, (n+ 1)τ);
Set yn+1 = y(τ);

end for
Find the solution (y, u) to Problem (P (θ)) with θ = Nτ and yθ = yN ;
Set yRH(t) = y(t) and uRH(t) = u(t) for a.e. t ∈ (Nτ, T̄ );

We are now ready to state and prove the main result of the article. We make use
of the following assumptions on Π̃ and G̃.

Hypothesis 5.1. For all t ≥ 0, Π̃(t) is self-adjoint positive semi-definite. There
exists a constant M > 0 such that ‖G̃(t)‖L(Y ) ≤Me−λt and ‖Π̃(t)‖L(Y ) ≤M , ∀t ≥ 0.

Let us remark that a simple possible choice is Π̃ = 0, G̃ = 0. In this situation,
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we then have φ(t, y) = 〈p̃, y〉Y . We denote

‖Π̃−Π‖∞ = sup
T∈[0,∞)

‖Π̃(T )−Π(T,Q)‖L(Y )

‖G̃−G‖∞,λ = sup
T∈[0,∞)

‖eλT (G̃(T )−G(T,Q))‖L(Y ).

By Assumption 5.1 and Lemma 3.1, ‖Π̃−Π‖∞ and ‖G̃−G‖∞,λ are finite.

Theorem 5.2. There exist two constants τ0 > 0 and M > 0 such that for all τ
and T with τ0 ≤ τ ≤ T ≤ T̄ and for all N with Nτ ≤ T , the following estimate holds
true:

max
(
‖yRH − ȳ‖W (0,T̄ ), ‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ ;U)

)
≤Me−λ(T−τ)

(
e−λTK1 + e−λ(T̄−(Nτ+T ))K2 +N‖p̃− p�‖Y

)
,(5.2)

where K1 = ‖Π̃−Π‖∞‖y0−y�‖Y and K2 =
(
‖Π̃−Π‖∞+‖G̃−G‖∞,λ

)
‖q̃‖Y . Moreover,

JT̄ ,Q,q(yRH , uRH)− VT̄ ,Q,q(0, y0)

≤Me−2λ(T−τ)
(
e−λTK1 + e−λ(T̄−(Nτ+T ))K2 +N‖p̃− p�‖Y

)2
.(5.3)

The constant M is independent of (y0, f
�, g�, h�, q), Q, T̄ , τ , T , and N .

Remark 5.3. Estimate (5.2) suggests that the quality of the solution provided by
the Receding-Horizon algorithm can be improved by either reducing τ , by increasing
T , or by reducing N , which is intuitive. Let us mention, however, that the constant
τ0 constructed in the proof cannot be chosen arbitrarily small, therefore, our result
does not give information on the quality of the solution for arbitrarily small sampling
times.

The error estimate also suggests to choose p̃ = p�. In this case, one can recom-
mend to choose N such that N ≈ (T̄ − 2T )/τ , so that the two error terms e−λTK1

and e−λ(T̄−(Nτ+T ))K2 are of the same order (with respect to T ).

Remark 5.4. The necessity of a lower bound τ0 for the sampling time is revealed
in the proof below; in a nutshell, this lower bound ultimately allows to sum up the
error terms accumulated at each iteration of the algorithm. Let us mention that this
bound is not necessary in other works based on a dynamic programming approach
and dealing with continuous-time systems. Still in those works, a lower bound on the
prediction horizon T , depending on τ , is needed (see [2, 3, 4]).

Proof of Theorem 5.2. Let us set define, for n ∈ {0, ..., N − 1},

an = max
(
‖yRH − ȳ‖W (nτ,(n+1)τ), ‖uRH − ū‖L2(nτ,(n+1)τ ;U)

)
bn = ‖yRH(nτ)− ȳ(nτ)‖Y .

We also define aN = max
(
‖yRH − ȳ‖W (Nτ,T̄ ), ‖uRH − ū‖L2(Nτ,T̄ ;U)

)
. Let M0 be the

constant involved in Theorem 2.1, for µ = λ and for Q = {Π̃(t) | t ≥ 0}. Necessarily,
M0 ≥ 1. Let r ∈ (0, 1) be a fixed real number and let the constant τ0 > 0 be such
that e−λτ0 ≤M0e

−λτ0 < r < 1.
Step 1: proof of estimates on an and bn.

The first part of the proof consists in proving the following three estimates.

an ≤ Mbn +Me−λ(T−τ)
(
e−λ(nτ+T )K1 + e−λ(T̄−(nτ+T ))K2 + ‖p̃− p�‖Y

)
,(5.4)

bn+1 ≤ rbn +Me−λ(T−τ)
(
e−λ(nτ+T )K1 + e−λ(T̄−(nτ+T ))K2 + ‖p̃− p�‖Y

)
,(5.5)

aN ≤ MbN ,(5.6)
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for all n = 0, ..., N − 1. Let us set tn = nτ and t′n = nτ + T , for all n = 0, ..., N . We
also set ȳn = ȳ(nτ) and recall that yn = yRH(nτ). Let us denote by (y, u) the solution
to problem (P (θ;φ)) with θ = nτ and yθ = yn. Let p be the associated costate. By
construction, (yRH , uRH) and (y, u) coincide on the interval (tn, tn+1). Let us write
the optimality conditions satisfied by (ȳ, ū, p̄) and (y, u, p) on the interval (tn, t

′
n). By

Corollary 4.6, we have
ȳ(tn) = ȳn

H(ȳ, ū, p̄) = (f�, g�,−h�)
p̄(t′n)−Π(T̄ − t′n, Q)(ȳ(t′n)− y�) = G(t′n)q̃ + p�.

The optimality conditions associated with (y, u, p) write
y(tn) = yn

H(y, u, p) = (f�, g�,−h�)
p(t′n)− Π̃(T̄ − t′n)(y(t′n)− y�) = G̃(t′n)q̃ + p̃.

Thus, the triple (ŷ, û, p̂)(t) := (y, u, p)(tn + t)− (ȳ, ū, p̄)(tn + t) satisfies

(5.7)


ŷ(0) = yn − ȳn

H(ŷ, û, p̂) = (0, 0, 0)

p̂(T )− Π̃(T̄ − t′n)ŷ(T ) = w,

where

w =
(
Π̃(T̄ − t′n)−Π(T̄ − t′n, Q)

)
(ȳ(t′n)− y�)

+
(
G̃(T̄ − t′n)−G(T̄ − t′n)

)
q̃ + (p̃− p�).(5.8)

The triple (ŷ, û, p̂) is the solution to (OS) with parameters (yn− ȳn, T, Π̃(T̄ − t′n), w).
Let us estimate ‖w‖Y . By Theorem 4.2, we have

(5.9) ‖ȳ(t′n)− y�‖Y ≤M
(
e−λ(nτ+T )‖y0 − y�0‖Y + e−λ(T̄−(nτ+T ))‖q̃‖

)
.

By assumption,

(5.10) ‖G̃(T̄ − t′n)−G(T̄ − t′n, Q)‖L(Y ) ≤ e−λ(T̄−(nτ+T ))‖G̃−G‖∞,λ.

Combining (5.8), (5.9), and (5.10), and using the definitions of K1 and K2, we obtain

(5.11) ‖w‖Y ≤ e−λ(nτ+T )K1 + e−λ(T̄−(nτ+T ))K2 + ‖p̃− p�‖Y .

Let us find now some estimates for (ŷ, û, p̂). To this end, we proceed as in the proof
of Theorem 4.2. We consider the solutions (ŷ(1), û(1), p̂(1)) and (ŷ(2), û(2), p̂(2)) to the
linear system (OS), with parameters (yn− ȳn, T, Π̃(T̄−t′n), 0) and (0, T, Π̃(T̄−t′n), w),
respectively, so that (ŷ, û, p̂) = (ŷ(1), û(1), p̂(1)) + (ŷ(2), û(2), p̂(2)). Let us first apply
Theorem 2.1 to the first system (with µ = 0). We obtain

(5.12) ‖(ŷ(1), û(1), p̂(1))‖ΛT,0 ≤M‖yn − ȳn‖Y = Mbn.

Lemma 1.1 and Theorem 2.1, applied to (ŷ(2), û(2), p̂(2)) with µ = −λ, yield

‖(ŷ(2), û(2), p̂(2))‖Λτ,0 ≤ Meλτ‖(ŷ(2), û(2), p̂(2))‖Λτ,−λ
≤ Meλτ‖(ŷ(2), û(2), p̂(2))‖ΛT,−λ
≤ Me−λ(T−λ)‖w‖Y .(5.13)
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We deduce from (5.12) and (5.13) that

an = max
(
‖ŷ‖W (0,τ), ‖û‖L2(0,τ)

)
≤ ‖(ŷ, û, p̂)‖Λτ,0
≤ ‖(ŷ(1), û(1), p̂(1))‖Λτ,0 + ‖(ŷ(2), û(2), p̂(2))‖Λτ,0
≤ M

(
bn + e−λ(T−λ)‖w‖Y

)
.(5.14)

Estimate (5.4) follows from (5.11) and (5.14). Let us apply again Theorem 2.1 to
(ŷ(1), û(1), p̂(1)), now with µ = λ. We obtain

(5.15) ‖(ŷ(1), û(1), p̂(1))‖ΛT,λ ≤M0‖yn − ȳn‖Y = M0bn.

It follows that ‖ŷ(1)(τ)‖Y ≤M0e
λτ bn ≤M0e

λτ0bn = rbn. As a direct consequence of
(5.13), we have ‖ŷ(2)(τ)‖Y ≤Me−λ(T−τ)‖w‖Y . It follows that

(5.16) bn+1 = ‖ŷ(τ)‖Y ≤ ‖ŷ(1)(τ)‖Y + ‖ŷ(2)(τ)‖Y ≤ rbn +Me−λ(T−τ)‖w‖Y .

Estimate (5.5) follows from (5.11) and (5.16).
Let us prove the estimate on aN . Denoting by (y, u, p) the solution to (P (θ))

with θ = Nτ and yθ = yN , we obtain that (ŷ, û, p̂)(t) := (y, u, p) − (ȳ, ū, p̄)(tN + t)
is the solution to (OS), with parameters (yN − ȳN , T̄ − tN , Q, 0). Applying Theorem
2.1 with µ = 0, we obtain aN ≤ ‖(ŷ, û, p̂)‖ΛT̄−tN ,0 ≤ M‖yN − ȳN‖Y ≤ MbN , as was
to be proved.

Step 2: proof of the general estimates.
In order to prove the result, we need to find an estimate for

∑N
n=0 an. We start by

estimating bn. Re-arranging (5.5), we obtain that

bn+1 ≤ rbn +
(
Me−λ(T−τ)−λTK1

)
e−nλτ

+
(
Me−λ(T−τ)−λ(T̄−T )K2

)
enλτ +

(
Me−λ(T−τ)‖p̃− p�‖Y

)
.

Let us introduce three sequences (cn)n=0,...,N , (dn)n=0,...,N , and (en)n=0,...,N defined
by c0 = 0, d0 = 0, e0 = 0, and

cn+1 = rcn + e−nλτ , dn+1 = rdn + enλτ , en+1 = ren + 1.

It is easy to check by induction that

(5.17) bn ≤M
[(
e−2λT+λτK1

)
cn+

(
e−λ(T−τ)−λ(T̄−T )K2

)
dn+

(
e−λ(T−τ)‖p̃−p�‖

)
en
]
.

Lemma 5.5 below allows to estimate (cn)n=0,...,N , (dn)n=0,...,N , and (en)n=0,...,N . We
have r > e−λτ0 ≥ e−λτ , thus

(5.18) cn ≤
(

1− e−λτ

r

)−1

rn−1 ≤
(

1− e−λτ0

r

)−1

rn−1 ≤Mrn−1.

Moreover, r < 1 ≤ eλτ , therefore

(5.19) dn ≤
(

1− r

eλτ

)−1

e(n−1)λτ ≤ (1− r)−1e(n−1)λτ ≤Me(n−1)λτ .

We also have ‖en‖Y ≤M . Combining (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19), we obtain that

(5.20) bn ≤M
(
K1e

−2λT+λτrn−1+K2e
−λ(T−τ)−λ(T̄−T )e(n−1)λτ +e−λ(T−τ)‖p̃−p�‖

)
.
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Combining the above inequality with (5.4), we obtain that

an ≤ MK1e
−λ(T−τ)−λT (rn−1 + e−λnτ

)
+MK2e

−λ(T−τ)−λ(T̄−T )
(
e(n−1)λτ + enλτ

)
+Me−λ(T−τ)‖p̃− p�‖.(5.21)

We have e−nλτ ≤ e−(n−1)λτ ≤ e−(n−1)λτ0 ≤ rn−1 as well as e(n−1)λτ ≤ e−λτ0enλτ ,
which allows to simplify (5.21) as follows:

(5.22) an ≤M
(
K1e

−2λT+λτrn−1 +K2e
−λ(T−τ)−λ(T̄−T )enλτ + e−λ(T−τ)‖p̃− p�‖

)
.

We have

(5.23)



N−1∑
n=0

rn−1 ≤ 1

r

∞∑
n=0

rn =
1

r(1− r)
≤M

N−1∑
n=0

enλτ =
eNλτ − 1

eλτ − 1
≤ eNλτ

eλτ0 − 1
≤MeNλτ .

Combining (5.22) and (5.23), we obtain that

(5.24)

N−1∑
n=0

an ≤M
(
K1e

−2λT+λτ +K2e
−λ(T−τ)−λ(T̄−(Nτ+T )) +Ne−λ(T−τ)‖p̃−p�‖

)
.

We obtain with (5.6) and (5.20) that

aN ≤ MbN

≤ M
(
K1e

−2λT+λτrN−1 +K2e
−λ(T−τ)−λ(T̄−T )e(N−1)λτ + e−λ(T−τ)‖p̃− p�‖

)
≤ M

(
K1e

−2λT+λτ +K2e
−λ(T−τ)−λ(T̄−(Nτ+T )) + e−λ(T−τ)‖p̃− p�‖

)
.(5.25)

Finally, (5.24) and (5.25) yield

max
(
‖yRH − ȳ‖W (0,T̄ ), ‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ ;U)

)
≤
∑N
n=0an

≤M
(
K1e

−2λT+λτ +K2e
−λ(T−τ)−λ(T̄−(Nτ+T )) +Ne−λ(T−τ)‖p̃− p�‖

)
,

which proves (5.2). Using the same techniques as in Lemma 3.2, one can show the
existence of M such that

JT,Q,q(uRH , yRH)− VT̄ ,Q,q(0, y0) ≤M max
(
‖yRH − ȳ‖W (0,T̄ ), ‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T ;U)

)2
.

Using then (5.2), we obtain (5.3). The theorem is proved.

The following lemma is an independent technical result, used only in the above
proof.

Lemma 5.5. Let r1 > 0 and r2 > 0 be two positive real numbers. Consider the
sequence (ξn)n∈N defined by

ξ0 = 0, ξn+1 = r1ξn + rn2 , ∀n ∈ N.

If r2 < r1, then ξn ≤ 1
1−r2/r1 r

n−1
1 , for all n ∈ N. If r1 < r2, then ξn ≤ 1

1−r1/r2 r
n−1
2 ,

for all n ∈ N.
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Proof. One can easily check by induction that

ξn = rn−1
1

n−1∑
i=0

(r2

r1

)i
= rn−1

2

n−1∑
i=0

(r1

r2

)i
, ∀n ∈ N.

If r2 < r1, then
∑n−1
i=0

(
r2
r1

)i ≤ (1− r2
r1

)−1
, which proves the first estimate. If r1 < r2,

then
∑n−1
i=0

(
r1
r2

)i ≤ (1− r1
r2

)−1
and the second estimate follows.

6. Infinite-horizon problems.

6.1. Formulation of the problem and overtaking optimality. In this sub-
section we investigate the case of linear-quadratic optimal control problems with an
infinite horizon. The investigated problem can be seen as a limit problem of (P ) when
T̄ goes to ∞. For this purpose, we introduce the space L2

loc(0,∞) of locally square
integrable functions and the space Wloc(0,∞) of functions y : (0,∞) → V such that
for all T > 0, y|(0,T ) ∈W (0, T ). Consider the problem

(P (∞))


inf

y∈Wloc(0,∞)

u∈L2
loc(0,∞;U)

∫ ∞
0

`(y(t), u(t)) dt

subject to: ẏ(t) = Ay(t) +Bu(t) + f�, y(0) = y0.

In general, the above integral is not proper and one needs to use an appropriate notion
of optimality. Let us mention that this difficulty would also arise if we chose W (0,∞)
and L2(0,∞;U) as function spaces. We call a pair (y, u) ∈Wloc(0,∞)×L2

loc(0,∞;U)
feasible pair if ẏ = Ay +Bu+ f and y(0) = y0.

Definition 6.1. A feasible pair (ȳ, ū) ∈ Wloc(0,∞)× L2
loc(0,∞;U) is said to be

overtaking optimal for Problem (P (∞)) if for all feasible pairs (y, u) ∈Wloc(0,∞)×
L2

loc(0,∞;U), lim infT→∞
(
JT,0,0(u, y)− JT,0,0(ū, ȳ)

)
≥ 0.

The notion of overtaking optimality is rather classical in the literature, see for
example [30], where some existence results are established. We construct now a pair
(ȳ, ū) which will be the unique overtaking optimal solution to problem (P (∞)). Let
ỹ ∈ W (0,∞), p̃ ∈ W (0,∞), and ũ ∈ L2(0,∞;U) be defined by ˙̃y = Aπ ỹ, ỹ(0) =
y0 − y�, p̃ = Πỹ, ũ = − 1

αB
∗p. Using the same arguments as in Lemma 2.5, we can

check that p̃ ∈W (0,∞) with − ˙̃p = A∗p̃+ C∗Cỹ. We finally set

(ȳ, ū, p̄)(t) = (y�, u�, p�) + (ỹ, ũ, p̃)(t).

We have (ȳ, ū, p̄) ∈ Wloc(0,∞) × L2
loc(0,∞;U) × Wloc(0,∞). A key point in our

analysis is that for all T > 0, the triplet (ȳ, ū, p̄) is the unique solution to the following
optimality system:

(6.1) ȳ(0) = y0, H(y, u, p) = (f�, g�,−h�), p̄(T )−Πȳ(T ) = p� −Πy�.

One can prove with standard arguments (ȳ, ū, p̄) is the unique overtaking optimal
solution. We refer the reader to [23], where a more general class of linear-quadratic
problems is investigated.

Proposition 6.2. The pair (ȳ, ū) is the unique overtaking optimal solution to
(P (∞)). More precisely, we have

(6.2) lim inf
T→∞

(
J(u, y, T )− J(ū, ȳ, T )−

(α
2
− ε
)
‖u− ū‖2L2(0,T ;U)

)
≥ 0,
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for all ε > 0 and for all feasible (y, u).

Proof. Let us first prove that
(6.3)

J(u, y, T )−J(ū, ȳ, T )− α
2

∫ T

0

‖u−ū‖2U dt =

∫ T

0

1

2
‖C(y− ȳ)‖2Z−〈p̄(T ), y(T )− ȳ(T )〉Y .

The calculations are very similar to those of the proof of Lemma 3.2. We have

J(u, y, T )− J(ū, ȳ, T ) =

∫ T

0

1

2
‖C(y − ȳ)‖2Z +

α

2
‖u− ū‖2U dt

+

∫ T

0

〈C∗Cȳ + g, y − ȳ〉Y + 〈αū+ h, u− ū〉U dt.(6.4)

Using C∗Cȳ + g� = − ˙̄p− A∗p̄, αū+ h� = −B∗p̄ and integrating by parts, we obtain
that

(6.5)

∫ T

0

〈C∗Cȳ + g�, y − ȳ〉Y + 〈αū+ h�, u− ū〉dt = −〈p̄(T ), y(T )− ȳ(T )〉Y .

Combining (6.4) and (6.5), we obtain (6.3).
Let ŷ = y − ȳ. We have ˙̂y = Aŷ +B(u− ū), ŷ(0) = 0. Therefore, by Lemma 2.7,

there exists a constant M independent of T such that

‖y(T )− ȳ‖Y = ‖ŷ(T )‖ ≤M
(
‖u− ū‖L2(0,T ;U) + ‖C(y − ȳ)‖L2(0,T ;Z)

)
.

The adjoint p̄ is bounded, since p̄ = p� + p̃, where p̃ ∈W (0,∞). Therefore,

|〈p̄(T ), y(T )− ȳ(T )〉Y | ≤M
(
‖u− ū‖L2(0,T ;U) + ‖C(y − ȳ)‖L2(0,T ;Z)

)
,

where again M does not depend on T . We deduce that

J(u, y, T )− J(ū, ȳ, T )−
(α

2
− ε
)
‖u− ū‖2L2(0,T ;U)

≥
(
ε‖u− ū‖2L2(0,T ;U) −M‖u− ū‖L2(0,T ;U)

)
+
(1

2
‖C(y − ȳ)‖2L2(0,T ;Z) −M‖C(y − ȳ)‖L2(0,T ;Z)

)
.

The two terms on the r.h.s. in the above inequality are bounded from below. Thus,
if one of them tends to infinity (which is the case if ‖u − ū‖L2(0,T ;U) −→

T→∞
∞ or

‖C(y − ȳ)‖L2(0,T ;Z) −→
T→∞

∞), then(
J(u, y, T )− J(ū, ȳ, T )−

(α
2
− ε
)
‖u− ū‖2L2(0,T ;U)

)
−→
T→∞

∞

and therefore, (6.2) holds true. Otherwise, if ‖u− ū‖L2(0,T ;U) and ‖C(y− ȳ)‖L2(0,T ;Z)

are both bounded, then y − ȳ ∈ W (0,∞) (by Lemma 2.7) and therefore y(T ) −
ȳ(T ) −→

T→∞
0 (see [7, Lemma 1]). It follows that 〈p̄(T ), y(T ) − ȳ(T )〉Y −→

T→∞
0. We

deduce then from (6.3) that

lim inf
T→∞

J(u, y, T )− J(ū, ȳ, T )− α

2
‖u− ū‖2L2(0,T ;U) ≥ 0,

which proves (6.2) and that (ȳ, ū) is overtaking optimal.
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Let us prove uniqueness. Let (y, u) be overtaking optimal. Then, by definition,

0 ≤ lim inf
T→∞

(
J(ū, ȳ, T )− J(u, y, T )

)
≤ lim sup

T→∞

(
J(ū, ȳ, T )− J(u, y, T )

)
.

Therefore, using (6.2) with ε = α
4 ,

0 ≥ − lim sup
T→∞

(
J(ū, ȳ, T )− J(u, y, T )

)
= lim inf

T→∞

(
J(u, y, T )− J(ū, ȳ, T )

)
≥ lim inf

T→∞

(
J(u, y, T )− J(ū, ȳ, T )− α

4
‖u− ū‖2L2(0,T ;U)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≥0

+
α

4
lim inf
T→∞

‖u− ū‖2L2(0,T ;U)

≥ α

4
lim inf
T→∞

‖u− ū‖2L2(0,T ;U).

We immediately deduce that u = ū. Thus y = ȳ, which concludes the proof of
uniqueness.

The next lemma deals with the asymptotic analysis of J(ū, ȳ, T ).

Lemma 6.3. For all T > 0, the following equality holds true:

J(ū, ȳ, T ) = Tv� +
1

2
〈y0 − y�,Π(y0 − y�)〉Y − 〈p�, ȳ(T )− y�〉

− 1

2
〈ȳ(T )− y�,Π(ȳ(T )− y�)〉Y ,(6.6)

where v� is the value of problem (1.1). A direct consequence is the following relation:

(6.7) lim
T→∞

J(ū, ȳ, T )

T
= v�.

Proof. A direct consequence of (6.1) is that (ȳ, ū)|(0,T ) is the unique solution to
P (y0, T,Π, q), where q = p� −Πy�. The corresponding q̃ (defined by (4.4)) is then

q̃ = q − p� + Πy� = 0.

By Corollary 4.6, we have
(6.8)

V(y0, T,Π, q) = V0(y0 − y�, T,Π, 0) + 〈p�, y0〉Y + Tv� +
1

2
〈y�,Πy�〉Y + 〈q − p�, y�〉Y .

As was explained in the proof of Corollary 3.3, V0(y, T,Π, 0) = 1
2 〈y,Π(T,Π)y〉Y . By

Lemma 3.1, Π(T,Π) = Π. Therefore, (6.8) becomes
(6.9)

V(y0, T,Π, q) =
1

2
〈y0−y�,Π(y0−y�)〉Y + 〈p�, y0〉Y +Tv�+

1

2
〈y�,Πy�〉Y −〈Πy�, y�〉Y .

We also have

J(ū, ȳ, T ) = J(ū, ȳ, T,Π, q)− 1

2
〈ȳ(T ),Πȳ(T )− 〈q, ȳ(T )〉Y

= V(y0, T,Π, q)−
1

2
〈ȳ(T ),Πȳ(T )− 〈q, ȳ(T )〉Y .(6.10)

Formula (6.6) can be obtained by combining (6.9) and (6.10). Formula (6.7) follows
from the fact that ȳ − y� converges exponentially to 0.
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6.2. Analysis of the RHC algorithm. As before, one can find an approxi-
mation of (ȳ, ū) by using the RHC algorithm. We have p̄(T ) = Π(ȳ(T ) − y�) + p�.
Therefore, a good choice of a terminal cost function in the receding horizon algorithm
is a function whose derivative (w.r.t. y) is an approximation of Π(y − y�) + p�. We
therefore consider

(6.11) φ(t, y) = 1
2 〈y − y

�, Π̂(y − y�〉Y + 〈p̂, y〉Y ,

where p̂ ∈ Y and Π̂ ∈ L(Y ) is self-adjoint and positive semi-definite. If one chooses
Π̂ = Π and p̂ = p�, then the Receding-Horizon algorithm provides the exact overtaking
optimal solution to the problem. Let us mention that the function φ that we pro-
pose for the infinite-horizon problem is independent of time. The Receding-Horizon
algorithm is now very similar to Algorithm 5.1.

Algorithm 6.1 Receding-Horizon method

Input: τ ≥ 0, T ≥ τ , and N ∈ N;
Set n = 0 and yn = y0;
for n = 0, 1, 2, ..., N − 1 do

Find the solution (y, u) to (P (θ;φ)) with θ = nτ , yθ = yn, and φ given by (6.11);

Set yRH(t) = y(t) and uRH(t) = u(t) for a.e. t ∈ (nτ, (n+ 1)τ);
Set yn+1 = y(τ);

end for

Theorem 6.4. There exist two constants τ0 > 0 and M > 0 such that for all
(y0, f

�, g�, h�), for all τ0 ≤ τ ≤ T , the following estimate holds true:

max
(
‖yRH − ȳ‖W (0,Nτ), ‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,Nτ ;U)

)
≤Me−λ(T−τ)

(
e−λT ‖Π̂−Π‖L(Y )‖y0‖Y +N‖p̂− p�‖Y

)
.(6.12)

Remark 6.5. Similar conclusions to the ones for the finite-horizon case can be
drawn from the error estimate (6.12): reducing τ and increasing T should improve
the quality of the solution obtained with the Receding-Horizon algorithm (still, the
case of arbitrarily small values of τ is not covered). Also, one should choose p̂ = p�

since in this case the error estimate becomes independent of N .

Proof of Theorem 6.4. Let us fix T̄ > Nτ . As a direct consequence of (6.1),
(ȳ, ū)|(0,T̄ ) is the unique solution to (P ) with initial condition y0, horizon T̄ , Q = Π,
and q = p� − Πy�. The corresponding q̃ is null. Consider now the pair (ỹRH , ũRH)
obtained when solving this problem with the same values of the parameters τ , T ,
and N and with Π̃(T ) = Π̂ and G̃(T ) = 0. By construction, (yRH , uRH) and
(ỹRH , ũRH) coincide on (0, Nτ). Estimate (6.12) is directly obtained by applying
Theorem 5.2. Indeed, the constant K2 involved in (5.2) is null, since q̃ = 0 and since
supT∈[0,∞) ‖Π̃(T )−Π(T,Π)‖L(Y ) = ‖Π̂−Π‖L(Y ), by Lemma 3.1.

7. Numerical verification. In this section we aim at measuring the tightness
of our estimate. Our focus is the dependence of ‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ ;U) with respect to τ
and T . We consider for this purpose an optimal control problem with state variable
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of dimension 2 and scalar control, described by the following data:

A =

(
0.2 0
0.1 −0.5

)
, B =

(
1
1

)
, C =

(
1 0
0 1

)
, α = 0.25,

y0 =

(
0
0

)
, Q =

(
0 0
0 0

)
, q =

(
0
0

)
, T̄ = 30.

Observe that the matrix A is not stable. The optimal control and the associated
trajectory are represented on the graphs of Figure 1. The dashed lines correspond to
the values of u� and y�, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Optimal control and optimal trajectory

We have generated different controls with the RHC algorithm, for values of τ and
T ranging from 0.5 to 7.5 and with the following parameters:

Π̃ = 0, G̃ = 0, p̃ = p�, N = b(T̄ − 2T )/τc.

All optimal control problems have been solved with the limited-memory BFGS method,
with a tolerance of 10−10 for the L2-norm of the gradient of the reduced cost function.
For the discretization of the state equation, we have used the implicit Euler scheme
with time-step equal to 5×10−3. As a consequence of Theorem 5.2, there exist τ0 > 0
and M > 0, both independent of τ and T , such that ‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ ) ≤Me−2λT+λτ ,

for τ0 ≤ τ ≤ T ≤ T̄ . Thus the quantity

ρ(τ, T ) := ln(‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ )) + 2λT − λτ

is bounded from above, for sufficiently large values of τ . The results obtained for
‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ ) and 100ρ(τ, T ) are shown in Figures 2 and 3, where λ = 0.36 is the
opposite of the spectral absicissa of Aπ. A first observation is that ‖uRH− ū‖L2(0,T̄ ) is
decreasing with respect to T and increasing with respect to τ . Moreover, the number
ρ(τ, T ) takes values between 0.40 and 0.73. The variation of ρ(τ, T ) can be regarded
as small, in comparison with the variation of 2λT − λτ (approximately equal to 5,
comparing T = 0.5 and T = 7.5). We can thus consider that ρ is constant and
conclude that our error estimate gives an accurate description of the dependence of
‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ ;U) with respect to τ and T .

Conclusion. New error bounds for linear optimality systems associated with
optimal control problems have been obtained in weighted spaces. They have enabled
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T
τ 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

0.5 1.7 e+0 1.0 e+0 7.4 e−1 5.3 e−1 3.8 e−1 1.6 e−2 1.1 e−2
1 1.3 e+0 8.3 e−1 5.9 e−1 4.2 e−1 1.8 e−2 1.2 e−1

1.5 1.0 e+0 6.4 e−1 4.4 e−1 1.8 e−2 1.4 e−2
2 8.1 e−1 5.2 e−1 2.2 e−2 1.5 e−2

2.5 6.6 e−1 2.5 e−2 1.8 e−2
3 2.9 e−2 2.1 e−2

3.5 2.4 e−1

T
τ 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5

0.5 1.3 e−1 9.3 e−2 6.5 e−2 4.6 e−2 3.2 e−2 2.2 e−2 1.6 e−2 1.1 e−2
1 1.5 e−1 1.0 e−1 7.2 e−2 5.1 e−2 3.5 e−2 2.5 e−2 1.8 e−2 1.2 e−1

1.5 1.5 e−1 1.2 e−1 7.8 e−2 5.3 e−2 4.0 e−2 2.7 e−2 1.8 e−2 1.4 e−2
2 1.9 e−1 1.3 e−1 9.3 e−2 6.2 e−2 4.6 e−2 3.0 e−2 2.2 e−2 1.5 e−2

2.5 2.1 e−1 1.5 e−1 1.1 e−1 7.2 e−2 5.2 e−2 3.5 e−2 2.5 e−2 1.8 e−2
3 2.5 e−1 1.8 e−1 1.2 e−1 8.6 e−2 6.2 e−2 4.1 e−2 2.9 e−2 2.1 e−2

3.5 3.0 e−1 2.1 e−1 1.4 e−1 1.0 e−1 7.2 e−2 4.9 e−2 3.4 e−2 2.4 e−1
4 3.7 e−1 2.5 e−1 1.8 e−1 1.2 e−1 8.4 e−2 5.9 e−2 4.2 e−2 2.8 e−2

4.5 3.1 e−1 2.1 e−1 1.4 e−1 1.0 e−1 7.0 e−2 4.9 e−2 3.4 e−1
5 2.6 e−1 1.7 e−1 1.2 e−1 8.4 e−2 5.9 e−2 4.1 e−2

5.5 2.2 e−1 1.5 e−1 1.0 e−1 7.0 e−2 4.9 e−1
6 1.8 e−1 1.2 e−1 8.4 e−2 5.8 e−2

6.5 1.5 e−1 1.0 e−1 7.0 e−2
7 1.3 e−1 8.5 e−2

7.5 1.0 e−1

Fig. 2. ‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ ) for different values of τ and T .

T
τ 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5 6 6.5 7 7.5

0.5 73 58 61 63 65 66 67 68 69 69 69 70 70 70 70
1 59 54 56 57 59 60 61 61 62 62 62 63 63 63

1.5 54 46 43 53 49 47 55 51 48 57 52 49 57
2 51 42 48 43 50 45 51 46 52 46 52 47

2.5 49 40 44 40 43 48 43 46 42 45 49
3 48 40 41 45 40 42 46 42 43 47

3.5 44 42 43 40 41 43 40 41 42
4 45 42 42 40 40 41 43 40

4.5 45 41 41 42 40 40 41
5 47 41 40 40 40 41

5.5 46 41 41 40 40
6 46 41 40 40

6.5 46 41 40
7 46 41

7.5 46

Fig. 3. 100(ln(‖uRH − ū‖L2(0,T̄ )) + 2λT − λτ), for different values of τ and T .

us to improve the exponential turnpike property for linear-quadratic problems and to
obtain a precise error estimate for the control generated by the RHC algorithm.

Future research will be dedicated to the extension of our results to non-linear
systems. Let us mention that an error estimate for the RHC method has been obtained
for stabilization problems of bilinear systems in [17], by application of the inverse
mapping theorem in weighted spaces. Another axis of research will focus on the
extension of our results to the wave equation.
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